
Our company is hiring for a mortgage banking. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for mortgage banking

Manage a team of analysts that produce P/L and decomposition thereof
Communication of MTD and YTD results
Assist analysts in the investigation and resolution of P/L discrepancies arising
from incorrect booking of trades, missing deals, system errors, valuation
methodologies, by liaising with various functional teams
Review and approve all monthly accounting entries to the G/L and review
reconciliations to ensure figures are properly tied back to the systems of
records
Prepare analysis / reports to meet ad-hoc requests as necessary
Monitor and liaise with IT and systems groups with regards to data and
sources
Review and approve all monthly, quarterly and annual disclosures and
regulatory reporting to ensure results are accurate and appropriate
Manintain controls (systematic and or manual) as assigned, and escalate if
break occurs
The Escalation Research Specialist will investigate, resolve and respond to
Internal and External Customer complaints and inquiries received via
correspondence (mail or email) or Customer Care Workbench routes
Appropriately interprets company policies and procedures and when
necessary sufficiently integrates the information into the response to
customers
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Provide guidance to Management on HR policies and practices
Minimum 2 years professional experience in mortgage banking, real estate,
or related field strongly preferred
Prior underwriting experience is a plus
Experience analyzing financial statements, tax returns, credit reports, home
appraisals, title searches, and other documents to evaluate a pre-foreclosure
remedy is a plus
Three plus years of prior experience in financial services, mortgage banking
and/or default mortgage servicing expertise preferred
Minimum of two years in the mortgage lending business


